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My 
background

• EAP-related corpus research

• Doctoral project – phraseologies around grammatical 
keywords in undergraduate History & PIR Essay texts 
(incl. sub-corpora from BAWE)

(Wordsmith & Wmatrix)

• EAP practitioner use of corpora/corpus tools

• Edit your Thesis with Corpora (Charles, 2018*)

• Materials development for ESAP insessional

(AntConc, AntCorGen)

*Charles, M. 2018. Corpus-assisted editing for doctoral students: More than just concordancing. 
Journal of English for Academic Purposes, 36, 15-25. 



Some generalisations … 

ESAP corpus research Corpora/corpus tools in ESAP practice

• principled corpus design • as principled as possible corpus design, but 

judicious compromises usually needed

• careful/often v. time-consuming • v. tight time constraints – shortcuts often 

needed

• v. good at producing valuable ‘big picture’ 

insights … 

• need to generate as many useful, teachable 

bits of language as possible …

• but often less good at generating teachable 

bits of language in any kind of useful 

volume

• but this is time-consuming!



Teaching context

• Reading’s In-sessional ESAP provision – 30+ different 
disciplinary cohorts

• Part 1 Psychology

• 2015/16 to 2019/20  PY1SKE (cf. PY1SK) Skills for 
Psychology with Academic Language

• 2020/21 onwards 

• Non-credit-bearing with a smaller audience

• T&L funding to create an online resource 
for all students



Created using Xerte open-source software 
(https://xerte.org.uk/index.php/en/)



Example texts used with 
permission from BAWE

Genre-focused tasks

Language-focused tasks

Key Language sheets created 
using corpora and corpus 

tools 



as comprehensive 
as possible, linking 

phraseologies & 
semi-fixed 

sequences to 
genre functions





• The Key Language 
sheets are available 
within the resource for 
the four main sections 
of Reports 
(Introductions, 
Methods, Results, 
Discussions) and for 
Critical Reviews (so far)

• The rest of this 
presentation will look at 
how the corpora and 
corpus tools (in 
AntConc) were used to 
create the Key 
Language sheets, and 
what corpus 
knowledge/skills were 
involved … 



The corpora



For Practical/Lab Reports

22 BAWE texts (levels 1-4) – 10 x 
methodology recount + 12 x research 

report – chopped into the target sections



For Practical/Lab Reports

Research Article 
texts from 
AntCorGen

(Anthony, 2019) 



For Practical/Lab Reports

Research Article 
texts from 
AntCorGen

(Anthony, 2019) 
Rationale:

• Lab Reports & RAs in Psychology have a lot of shared 
features

• from my own observations of genre similarities

• backed up by disciplinary specialists 

• tested via running word lists, keywords lists & n-grams 
using AntConc

• practically, a larger corpus which will yield a lot more useable 
language patterns for Report-writing



For the other genres …

Essays – 56 texts: BAWE levels 1-3

Critical Reviews – 3 texts: 

1 departmental UG student example

2 out of the 8 BAWE Psychology ‘critiques’ (both level 4)

Reflective Writing – 1 text: a lecturer-written example

N.B. A comparison between these 
and the department-supplied 

example show they are similar 
enough that level difference doesn’t 

matter 



Knowledge/skills used in corpus assembly

• knowing what relevant corpora are available

• manipulating corpus size 

• linking genre knowledge to corpus knowledge:

• Psychology’s ‘Practical Reports’ → the BAWE Methodology Recounts and Research 
Reports

• RAs→ ‘Practical Report’-type texts 

• BAWE Critiques → the type of ‘Critical Review’ that is being taught

• checking relevance/suitability of corpus texts 

• for this purpose, use of corpus tools in combination with discourse analysis 

• knowing when its OK to make pragmatic compromises re: level and genre



Creating the ‘Key 
Language’ sheets for 
Reports – how corpus 
tools were used

N.B. under time constraints –

1-2 days to create each Key 
Language document 



Using corpus tools to find 
patterns for pre-determined 

language features



Clusters search for found in 
the Introductions 

(RA/Experimental Psychology 
corpus)



Clusters tool →manual search 
through results for patterns 
involving single studies/past 

simple tense → Concordances
tool 



Concordances tool to search for 
patterns around words like research, 

much, little, However etc.

Analysis of Concordances for However
(and of the 2-gram it is) revealed this 

‘known → unknow/not yet clear’ pattern



Using corpus tools to reveal 
salient features (which you 

might not know about)



Keyword* List for introductions

*research corpus = introductions;
reference corpus = materials & methods 
+ results & discussion

Keyword* List for materials & methods

*research corpus = materials & methods;
reference corpus = introductions + 
results & discussion
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Keyword* List for materials & methods

*research corpus = materials & methods;
reference corpus = introductions + 
results & discussion



Keyword* List for materials & methods

*research corpus = materials & methods;
reference corpus = introductions + 
results & discussion

• keywords quickly checked out with Clusters/Conc –> quick decisions made 
regarding usefulness

• Reasons for use or non-use of keywords:

• frequency was a factor, but some v. frequent keywords (e.g. is) didn’t 
seem to have clear-enough patterns for my purposes (at least in the 
time I have available) 

• what I think will be most useful for genre purposes

• keywords that link thematically (in a functional way), e.g. each, the, all 
for methods

• some keywords overlap – phrases for one are picked up through 
analysis of another, e.g. participants already picked up in analysis of 
were

• N.B. I have undoubtedly missed useful things but, given time constraints, 
can’t be completely comprehensive!

Keyword* List for introductions

*research corpus = introductions;
reference corpus = materials & methods 
+ results & discussion



Keywords* (has (and/or been!)) → Clusters→ Concordances

Keyword*  (were) → Clusters→ Concordances





N-Grams tool → qualitative 
selection of which ones to 

investigate further →
Clusters/Concordances tool to 

identify useful patterns 

again, v. quickly!



When to use which corpus



RA corpus (AntCorGen)

• For sections & parts of sections where the 
same kind of thing is happening linguistically 
in both corpora

• Where a greater number of useful language 
patterns can be generated by using the RA 
corpus

BAWE corpus (approx. 22 research 
report & methodology recount texts)

• Where the student corpus diverges 
from the RA corpus:
• Separate ‘Results’ & ‘Discussion’ in student 

texts vs. ‘Results & Discussion’ in RA corpus 
• Statistical analyses in Results

• The ‘claiming centrality’-type Move in the 
Introduction – going to be more general and 
simpler (the bar is lower!) 

• Where enough useful examples can 
be found in the student texts
• e.g. Aims & Hypotheses in the Introduction

• Statistical analyses in Results

again, quick decisions with not much 
time to reflect/re-think!





Examples from the Key Language for 
Discussion sheets – created mostly via 

Concordance analysis of pre-
determined words, e.g. various modal 

verbs used in this section



statistical vs. qualitative 
analyses (+ how to use a v. 

small ‘corpus’!) 



Key Language for Critical Reviews
• Completely qualitative analysis of 2 texts (I still need to add in the 

third)
• A focus on repeated functions within this genre with phraseologies 

illustrating these and showing some possible language options



Key Language for Reflective Writing
• One text! 
• Language foci: you, your senses, perceptions, evaluating, and verb 

tense for different stages within the reflection 



When to use and when not 
to use corpus input …



I’ve not prioritized creation of a ‘Key Language’ sheet for 
Essays because …  

Lab/Practical Reports

• a lot of formulaic language

• formulaic language links to genre 
expectations 

• so, Key Language sheets provide 
both language to use and help teach 
the genre

Essays

• less use of formulaic language 
(beyond ‘This essay will …’ and ‘In 
conclusion, …’)

• reading-to-write processes and 
examples of resulting ‘product’ more 
useful for understanding of genre 
expectations

• a Key Language sheet might risk 
constraining students & making their 
Essay-writing too formulaic?? 

rightly or wrongly???





however … 



Potentially a Key Language for Essays sheet 
focusing on
• reporting evidence/arguments from 

research
• interpreting and arguing from this 

evidence



Corpus knowledge/skills used

• how to use a range of corpus tools to:

• explore language features you already know about * 

• throw up language features you may not know about ** 

(cf. Charles, 2018 – ‘addressing known issues’ vs. ‘identifying unknown issues’)

• when to use which type of tool & how to use them together, 

• how to ‘read’ (or ‘speed read’) a corpus search result to select items to do further 
work with

• when to be more quantitative and when to be more qualitative with corpora

• when corpus work is most useful, when it’s (possibly) less so?

• in all the above, keeping a dialogue going between corpus work and genre analysis

• using the genre analysis to better search/use the corpus*

• using the corpus work to further analyse/understand target genres** 



how to use corpora and 
corpus tools to identify 

and explore these 

how to use corpora/corpus tools 
constructively in combination with 

theories of text and discourse 
organization
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needed
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• need to generate as many useful, teachable 

bits of language as possible …

• but often less good at generating teachable 

bits of language in any kind of useful 

volume

• but this is time-consuming!

also, …

• being pragmatic

• being able to judge 

• how much is possible 

• what to prioritise

• when you’ve done enough!

• KEY - making pragmatic judgements that facilitate 
good ESAP practice rather than leading to 
poor/questionable practice

“your stopping 
condition is 
different” 

(Kendon, 2021)



Thank you for listening!

k.whiteside@reading.ac.uk


